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cellulose is obtained. It is the very treatment which
causes paper to 'self-destruct'.

To allow the surface of paper to be written or
printed on, size is applied - gelatine or a synthetic
rosin - it is either added to the wet pulp or coated

during the final stage of manufacture. The more size is
used, the more the paper will be damaged by damp or
wet.

R.F. Abbey

MISCELLANEA

Bookbinding Advertisement of 1725 Obituary

Nchard Gough's Trade Card, Witchurch, Shropshire

You may be furnished with all sorts of books in
Divinity, History, Law, Physick fMedicine),
Mathematics &c School Books of all sorts, with notel
or without, all sorts of Bibles and Common prayer
books, gilt or plain, Music Books and Music Paper,
blank Copy-Books, and Copy-Boolcs engraved by the
best Houses. All sorts of neat hangings for rooms,
Flockt, Japan'd or plain. All sorts of fine Maps and
Pictures, the finest English and French Metsotincto
Prints ready glass'd and fram'd after the neatest manner;
German Gilt and Marble Paper, superfine Writing
P-qp"r, gilt, plain or blackt, best Sealing Wax and
Wafers. Harbin's Japan Ink, Indian Ink, Holman's Ink
Powder, Cake Ink, Pens, Quills, Penciles, Inkhorns,
Standishes, Sandboxes, lrtter-cases, Table books wilh
ivory leaves and shaggreen cases, the right preservative
spectacles and cases, black lead pencils with brass caps,
superfine Cards. The Ti.ue Dr Duffy's Cordial Elixir, Dr
Stoughton's Elixir for the Siomach, Dr Steel's
Stomach-plaster for the Worms, Ague and Fever &c.
with several sorts of goods at reasonable Rates.

N.B. You may have money for old Books, and oid
Books mav be fter the neatesl manner.
Ilu Spellh6 ha bea mo<lified. to allow erce of cangretasiar but wlrere
appropriate thz oigiml lw bea retaired 

- Dl.

ucts
Colour Cards

A new wrappered set of 8 colour carG of recent bindinss
by Philip Smith is available for f3 a ser (exrra f6r
overseas postage), There are also some sets of 

'an 
earlier

issue of 16 cards; these have been reduced to f3.50.
Foreign Doslase fl extra Der set.

Book Howe, Yafioi Key"ryell, Chippbnlnnt, ll/iltslrire,
SN14 7BH Englitfid

Sewing Frame
From the same address one"can buy a zinc plated single
post sewing frartre designed by Philip'Smith a"ndpost sewing. frartre desipost sewing frarhe desisned bi Philio'Smirh aid
illustratedbElow. Expectet retail'price f.l}} e4"\i fgL
(18"). It is collapsibl-e into a 4" diam. postal'rolf.'It is

(24"); f92
t roll. It is(18"). It is collapsibl'e into a 4" diam. postal'rotf.'It I

24' (q m.m) ldng.and.l2' (300 mm) tiigh and clamp24' (ffi mm) ldne and 12" (300 r

on td the edge of ibench or iable.
and clamps

Members of the Guild of Craft Bookbinders,
those who have been members since the Guild's early
days, will be saddened by the news of the death of Guy
Gresford on December 27th,7989 in Hobart.

In an unobtrusive way he did a great deal to get the
infant Guild on its feet, and start it in the direction it
has taken.

A modest and delightful man, it was easy to forget
what a senior public servant he was: Secretary of the
CSIRO 1960-66, becoming Senior Adviser in the
Department of Foreign Affain; posted to New York in
1978. When he and his wife Bettine returned to
Australia in 1980 they immediately joined the newly
formed Guild of Craft Bookbinden, and he contributed
to our first Exhibition-Competition, won by his wife,
Bettine.

In 1981 the Gresfords helped organise our first
successful May's End. No one who attended will forget
what an efficient and self-effacing guide Guy was to the
bindery of the National Library, and the Library of the
High Court.

Al the Guild's annual dinner at the Cobargo Holel
during the 1982 May's End Guy opened the discussion,
'What Books Mean to Me', and those present will well
remember his polished and witty speech.

The Guild extends its sympathy to Bettine and their
three children.

The Leather Paring Machine
This machine has been designed and made by James
Brockman, Bookbinder, High Ridge, Ladder Hill,
Wheatley, OXON., England. He developed the design
over tweive years of constant use in his bindery. He
claims it is simple to use, reliable and thal the binder
gains absolute control of pare thickness allowing
removal of the merest slice. Or one can pare so deeply
that the bottom of the grain becomes visible.

The machine can be used for flat, angled and groove
paring. Every model is guaranteed.

Export price is f95 plus air freight of f 15
N.B.: The latter seems expensive and unnecessary but
since surface post will cost you at least half of that
sum, you may as well save three to four months wait
and be parins with JB4 within ten days.
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(b) Cut into four triangles.
Fit over book corners and decide the depth required.
Cut off the apex. Pare around the remainder.
(c) Soak corners, one at a time, in water and lay on a
sponge. Use P.V.E./1066 paste.
Apply paste to flesh side. (Hair side is smoother).
Paste board cover corner.
(d) Fix one piece vellum to one corner of lhe inside of
board. At this stage one appears to be applying the
vellum back 1o front. It is done this way to achieve a
smooth non-join on the inside when later the endpaper
is pasted down.

In practice it is rewarding to work slowly finishing one
corner at a time. The adhesive takes a little time to
adhere, and some pressure. Once the adhesive is set and
the comer dry it will be hard, tough and square.
Board coverings are fitted over the vellum corners, cul
to size and pasted down.

Tooling Vellum
My experience is that vellum tools well. It reqttires
more heat than leather tooling, but trial runs are
obligatory.
Iro White is a member of our Guild. Members are
fortunate to have lro here in Sydney. He is a senior
practical craftsman of wide experience. He has a fine
knowledge of vellum. John and I visited him in his

ACIDITY
Most paper-making requires a constant and large water
supply; rivers are a useful source even though they are
public property. We know that many manufacturers
discharge their poison wastes into our riven but the
water used in making paper contains minerals such as

iron and copper, organic chemicals, micro-organisms etc
and these cause a yellowing of paper as it ages. Paper
mills usually add alum (aluminium sulphate) as a

settling agent for the silt and impunties in their water.
It is a colourless salt and is used extensively since it is
a strong acid compound; the sulphate radical (604),
yields sulphuric acid in the presence of water. This
action is also the principal one causing Acid Rain. The
trivalent aluminium is also a deteriorating element. So
alum attacks permanence on two fronts.

Some products sold as 'acid-free' or 'neutral ph' in

factory at Botany. He sells skins to binders, cricket bal
makers and to musicians for their drum skins. I
purchasedkangaroo, goat and calf skins for from $15 -

$30 per skin. As well Leo threw in various pieces for
vellum corners. It was interesting to observe the process
of cleaning, nailing out and pumice buffing when
finishing the skins.

Vellum Grain
This seems unimportant but the grain of paper linings
is significant and rrus, be parallel to the spine..

Pressing
My vellum bindings are left in the slanding press for up
totwoweeks .....

Vellum is probably the oldest dnimal skin binding
medium. It has survived over the centuries as a durable
material. I have handled an encyclopedia, vellum bound
and badly marked by fungal attack. This happens with
leather Uut it is very apparent on the cream texture of
vellum. Vellum bound books please both taclile and
visual senses.

When I study the Doomsday Book in the British
Museum and the Book of Kells at llinity I am awed by
a sense of the history of ancient binding. Consider the
scribe-monks devoting their whole lives preparil,tS'
marking and then illustrating vellum sheets. Will
vellum stitt Ue a binding option in the years ahead?
Will and electronic chip perhaps, named a 'consumer
friendly book object' replace our reading matter. I hope
not.
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TN PAPER
fact contain alum but the maker has neutralised the ph
of the paper by washing in caustic or some other
alkaline. Thus the ph value gels ralsed to /.

A common birffer is cllcium carbonate. It reacts
with alum to produce calcium sulphate, but thllulphate
radical (or the acid) is never elinina.ted. The acid
reaclion still lives. Alum is often used in paper-making
to set colours. so, when you buy Paper as if it is alwn'
free,don'tbe fobbed off witn an acid-free labelling.' Paper used to be made from cotton, silk and similar
fibres. They all have a very high proportion of cellulose
... and thaf is what paper-really-is ... the tirst plastic
material.

Cotton fibre needed very little treatment' Wood

fibre, on the other hand, is huch coarser and needs

extensive treatmenl before a satisfactory level of
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greater Value to the Possessor; for by this Means
ihe Print of Books newly taken from the Press will
be preserved distinct and clear, and the Letter not set
oflagainst the opposite Page, as is usual when the
Sheeis are not sufficiently dried; to this may we add

MOROCCO BOUND

VELLUM EXPERIENCE

( which is no inconsiderable Advantage). that a

Volume read Twenty Times in Boards, and
afterwards bound, will look altogether as well as a

new Book.'
Scriblerus

Vellum:- 'An animal skin that has been treated with
lime and stretched and shaped then tanned. The
skins are sometimes split (sliced horizontally into
two layers) one layer of which is irnished on both
sides for use as a writing material. Such split
skins, most commonly sheep skins, are called
parchmenl. (The terms 'parchment' and'vellum' are
sometimes used interchangeably).' - Bernard
Middleton, The Restoration of Leather Bindings,
LTP Publication No. 18, 1972, p. 4I

History
Vellum was first used in China. By the 7th Century
when papyrus was not available in Alexandria it was
used in Egypt and exported to Greece, Italy and other
Mediterranean countries. It seems probable that vellum
was made in Britain during the Roman occupation, but
none has survived. Today the name vellum is applied to
a variely of skins treated by a specific chemical and
scraping process. The result is a cream translucenl
material with a marbleJike appearance, often veined in
brown or grey shades. Unborn calfskin is sought for
fine vellum. The hair surface is smooth and cool to
touch. some books describe velllum as 'mulish' owing
to its limited flexibility. Damp, it is soft and malleable,
when dry it is brittle to cut, unyielding and incapable of
being moulded. Skins are best stored flat,

In the early years of the Guild, Keith Tirrnell, our
guide, mentor and friend, suggested that vellum be used
in some way for our annual exhibition - 'even if only
as a bookmark'. I learnt very much from this exercise.
My binding was a brown kangaroo skin half leather
binding with velllum panels. Almost at the the final
stage, when gold stamping the title on the spine, I
misspelt a word and was forced to cover up by using
three vellum labels. This enor taught me to always cut
a paper template for the spine and lay out the correct
spelling. It was also a lesson in paring and lining
vellum.

This year Keith was kindlenough to lend me an
article about vellum - 'Yellum for Letterpress
Printing', by Thomas Harrison, M.B.E., Paper and
Pn'nl, Autumn, L947. This is the distinguished English
binder of the 'Supported French Groove ' method.

Harrison projected the theory that in 1947 books
were treated differently from earlier bindings, e.g. 'in
earlier times old books had handmade laminated boards
with parchment lining to counter shrinkage'. They were
pressed, tied up in boards and kept under pressure for
tfuee weeks (minimum) before being exposed to the
atmosphere.
His Guiding Principks

Avoid moisture where it can be troublesome, e.g.
boards.

Apply moisture where possible, e.g. fold-ins,
joints.

Contraction in the joints helps vellum fit snugly.
Contraction in the turn-ins helps draw the vellum

towards the book.
His Rules

1. Keep as much moisture from the boards as

possible.
2. Line the boards, not lhe vellum. Line both

sides of the boards and allow to dry thoroughly
3. Glue boards.
4. Fix vellum to boards.
5. Set under Pressure using blotting paper to

absorb moisture in glue
6. Consider turn-ins aftenvards.
7 . Back joint and turn-ins can be moistened at

will and back lined with PaPer.
8. Adhesive - either glue or Paste.
He also thought that when a suitable water
repellent adlrcsiie became available, vellum binding
would be more successful.

My Work ExPerience
Fofly years later Harrison's method may be modified. I
felt 6rir P.V.E. was probably what Hani-son was hoping
for in 1947. My experience with about ten booK is:-

1. Thke care not to mark velhan, I found my
suide marks and pencil lines best made on the turn-
ins. In one early binding a pencil mark runs up the
soine linins showing through the translucent
uLllrm. A bTack brush"hair tefiAenina is visible.
2. As Harrison suggested both boards are covered
with paper on eaCli side (I use cartridge). Use
P.VE., press and allow to dry.
3. All vellum is lined.

(a) Cut vellum to size.
(b) Cut vellum lining to size.
(c) Crlt white leather or Manilla board for

spine lining.
(d) Cut string or gut (from decrepit tennis

racquets) for headcaPs.
4. (i) Damp vellum - totally damp but not
dripping. Pat-the flesh side with sponge or cloth
and pasle with P.v.E./Flour paste 50/50.

(ii) Apply lining. Press and remove the lined
vellum cover quickly whilst still damp.
Proceed as foi a fill leather binding while still
damp but using P.V.E./paste for pasting down the
boards and spine lining and head caps. (If using_ gut
soak in water to straighten). With a French Joint
the vellum must be pressed into the groove. I we
brass rods for this. Irave room so that the joint is
free opening.

Vellum Corners
These are used for strength in a binding where paper
covering is the binding choice. They are good to look at
and protect the book.

Method
(a) Cut (say) 100 mm. square of vellum. Mark on the
flesh side. Cut across the diagonals.
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TO THE
Scriblerus:(pronounced as in scribe\: from the
English_word _scr.ibble { hasty, careless writing or
$_r_ayingl. The Latins took it up and entered ir in iheir
Websterus as Scribillaire lto write hastilvl or Scibere
[iust plain to write]. This issue's Scrib{lkirer prefen
the E-nglish version, 

-'Hasty 
scribble'.

. Sitting in my- dingy little bindery, wearing my
glue-splattered sackcloth apron, absentiy twistin-g thi;
hain on my crown trying to resemble th6 immortllised
Iu"k,.I f]r.rd my Bic qulll scuffling rhe following po,
Pourri., [from ihe Spinisn. No! Not STop! [rtianks.
Ed.l

Found in an Unknown Book
The Bookfelling Crew
Find this Maxim too true,

That SMUT fuits the Grave and the Gaudy;
When nought elfe will go down,
They can tickle the fbwn
With a delicate morfel of Baudy.

They care not a Rufh
Who they put to rhe Bluft,

So they furniftr themfelves but with Giggle;
For they'll have Things fo plain, -"
And3gain and again,

'Till it makes their old Buttocks to wriggle.

An atcoholic Bookbinder once recited trrc;'l'"11
inebriated manner the following: .Wot's ronng with
using vodka to clean grease stainion paperrr. I flnd the
best^method', he said, 'is lo take a- nioutMul of top
shelf vodka and swallow, take another mouthful anil
puning the lips, spray rhe offending stain. This can be
repeated over and over, after seven often times the stain
becomes very blurred. Great method, great method', he
said.

Found in Another Unknown Book
'All 'prenticeships, of whatever Tlade, in London, hold
for seven y-ears, or are suppos'd so to do. An Apprentice
is_a sofl of slave; he wears neither Hal or *Cajl in fris
Masler's Presence; he can't marry, nor have any
Dealings on his own account. All he earns is his
Master's.

'*Unless he is in the last Year of his Time; and he
is very careful to let people know it. Thus I remember a
'prentice ofJacob lbnson's being called to go to the
Coach-side of his customer's, after he was got -half Way
into_the Street, ran immediately back again to clap oh
his Hat, to show his Prerogativd.'
[From Mr Misson's Memoirs in his travels over
England.1719] 

xr.***
Thursday, November 2nd 1989 dawned as usual with
probably more peciple seeing it than before. They were
all up early, their bidding fingen absently practising,
ready for the auction of the decade, the Government
Printing Office Binding Room auction.

L.ot No. 3253 was described in the catalogue as a
'Manual bench mounted skiving machine, pl-ant No.
403'. Who in the throng knew its true identity? A
beautiful example of a bookbinder's manual 6oard
bwelling machine, ((c. 1890), a true working antique.
The design is not dissimilar to a carpenter's enO pta-ne.
The man who realised its true identity was glad of the

READER
ignorance of most as he made the successful low bid.

Scriblerus found it inleresting watching the bidding
on some of the more expensive items - silent disbelie-f
at some prices paid, admiration at the nonplussed
mannerof bidding by some, amzvement at the way the
Auctioneerwas able to keep the bids above what most
bidders thought they wanted to bid.

Five identical bench-mounled standing presses, four
attained similar prices, but the fifth, due to 

-a 
clean coat

of paint ... Three Hundred Dollars more.
One bidder for a press found at the payment point

that the sum asked wis SSO more than'hii succtisful
bid. An honest mistake of the Auctioneers?

Reflecting on the evenl, some were there to get a
bargain, be it needed equipment or bric-a-brac. Ot-hers,
not without emotion, were there to watch an
institution, where they had spent most of their working
lives, fade away into history. A few were there for both.

In 1902 HARRILD a' ;; of London were offering
sewing frames for 716d, finishing presses for 741-,
complete laying press and ploughs for 30/-. The same
year saw BERRY & ROBERTS LTD carrying the
following stocks for binders, trade or amatew:

l,eathers, Vellums and Florils
Cloths in all Shades and Grains
Book End Papers of every Description
Mill Boards, strawboards, l,eather Boards, etc.
Glues, English and foreign
Varnishes, Glain wet and dry
Gold Iral Composition and dutch Metal
Marbling Colours and Gum
The B. & R. Thread specially prepared for Binders
Sewing Flax in Balls or Hanks
Headbands all Colours and sizes
Book Edge Marbling and Gilding
Brass Tirpe and Handle I-etten
Bookbinders' Rolls, lbols, Fillets, &c.
Complete Marbling Plant and Set of Marbling

Materials for f3.3s.
Amateur Binding Outfits from f8 and upwards.

From The oony )a.urrtiser July 14,

'To the Purchaser of Books
The great Scarcity of that Sort of Leather which is
used in Bookbinding, and the large quantities
bought up for Military Purposes, having raised that
Commodity to an extravagant Price, the London
Booksellers beg leave to inform lheir Friends and
Customen, both in Town and Country, that from
20th of this instant July, they shall be obliged to
advance Three Pence on every bound Book in
duodecimo, and Six Pence on every Octavo: They
would therefore desire Gentlemen to take their
Books sewed up in Boards; which Method for the
present, they the more earnestly recommend, as the
iewing each Volume in Boards, and binding it
when Leather is reduced to its usual Price will
amount to no more than the present Price of
binding only; tho' each Book will be of much
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pointed cords. AII five cords are then threaded through
the board from the outside in, holding the board up
against lhe shoulder and slightly lilted upwards, and
then from the inside outwards, they are threaded through
and pulled taut, checking that the boards now sit snugly
up against the shoulder and look neal. If you do not
want evidence of the cords to show under the leather
after covering, this can be done by culting a small nick
out of the board to accommodate the section of cord that
would otherwise lie on the surface of the board.

fiim the end of lhe cord flush with the board. The

At the beginning of the 19th century only the well-to-
do could afford books. They were still made almost
exactly as they had been in Gutenberg's day and three
men could print no more than 250 sheets per hour on
one side only.
1800 Lst book printed on paper made from nothing

but slraw.
1st book printed on paper made from nothing

but wood.
1801 1st book printed on recycled paper.
7W2 1st book printed on bleached wood-pulp paper.
1803 lst printing on an iron press.
1804 1st book printed on machine-made paper.

1st book printed by the first satisfacrory
stereotype process.

1807 1st book to contain a lithographic illustration.
1st book to contain a steel-engraved

illustration (unsoftened steel).
1st composition inking balls.
1st composition inking rollers.
1st book sheets printed on a steam-driven

platen press
1813 1st book-sheets printed on a steam-driven

cylinder press (800 sheets an hour prinred
on one side).

1817 1st book printed on a cylindrical perfecting
press (900 - 1000 sheets an hour printed
on both sides).

1820 1st part of an edition to be bound in cloth.
1821 1st book to contain illustrations engraved on

softened steel.
1825 1st purpOse-made book cloth.

Revival of embossed leather bindings.
Introduction of the Dandy Roll.
Case binding beginning ro be adopted.

1826 1st use of silk for edirion binding.
Introduction of the Rolling Machine which

was 20 times faster than beating and
reduced the thickness of a book by one
fifth.

book is taken 10 a melal surface as before and opening
out the board lay it flat on the surface and hit each hole
with of couple of heavy thudding blows! This closes the
holes on the inside. Repeat on the outside. Tin sheets
are placed belween the boarG and the text block. The
spine is set by removing the old glue with paste and
cleaning that off and the book is placed in the press

under considerable pressure overnight. The pressing
boards must go up to the shoulder leaving the spine free
from pressure.

Daphne Lera

COUNTDOWN TO THE 19TH CENTURY BRITISH BOOK
EXPLOSTON

1809
1810
1811

1828 The London lirres now printing both sides of
sheet at a rate of 1025 an hour.

Although it was nol until 1830 that the last of the
workers who destroyed paper-making machines
were transpofled, by now opposition to the new
technology had been almost entirely overcome and

the cost of produced books had plummeted. In spite
of this publishers had continued to charge their old
high prices. In the meantime, and increasingly
literate population had grown by almost 5OVo and
there was a growing desire to read on the Part of the
workers who saw education as the key that would
open the door to better working conditions. The
size of the middle classes which had more leisure
for reading had also increased. There was therefore a

considerable demand for books that was frustrated
by their exorbitant prices until -

L829 The publisher, Robert Cadell, cut the prices of
his books by more than two thirds and was almosl
immediately followed by others.

BANG!
And two further developments that made cloth
arceptable as a cheap alternative to leather as a

permanent binding material and increased the force
of the explosion were -1830 The introduction of grained cloth.

1832 The introduction of gold blocking.
Arthur Chick

lReprinted from the Queenslantl Bookbinders Newsletter Vol' 2.

No. 12, Nov. 1989.)

Arthur Chick edits a small journal, The Book Histoian,
that often includes hitherto unpublished or little-known
information of inlerest to bookbinders. Several
members of the New South Wales Guild subscribe.
Others who may be interested should contact him at 19

Praeger Slreet, Chapel Hill, Brisbane 4069 - phone
870 5004.
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around the bonnet at the head and tail. Sand off any
burrs on the bonnet, boards, erc. Sand the edge of the
bonnet inside the cover to a taper.
15. Cut the covering material, with about 20 mm.
overlap, to wrap around the boards. Add an extra LZ
mm. to the width to allow for the material entering the
French groove.

Apply adhesive to the centre portion only and fold
around the book. Rub down into the groove at the
shoulder with a folder. Press with the brass edge of the
wooden boards in the groove for approx. 10 seconds.
16. Mitre cut the corners of the covering material one
and a half to twice the thickness of the board away from
the comer of the board. Apply adhesive to the covering
material overlap at the head end and turn in. Rub down
with folder.Repeat for the tail end and fore-edges.
17. With one thickness of string wrapped around the
groove, smooth down around the endbands. lrave string

around the groove for as long as possible (knot one end,
thenanotheroverhandor'slip'knot to run back on the
first one thus 'locking in'.
18. Using dividers, check the narrowest tum-in and trim
the inside edges of the covering material evenly all
round.
19. Cut the corners of the batiste at an angle, then
paste the batiste down to the board. Support the cover
in a raised position and allow to dry. Repeat for the
other side.
20. Cut a piece of manila to fit inside the trimmed
edges and reach almost to the shoulder ( not arowtd lhe
shoulder). Paste down and press lightly with release
paper inside the cover. Leave between boards overnight
at least 1o allow the manila to dry.
21. Check the fit of the end paper and trim as
necessary, allowing for any stretch. Paste out and retum
the book to the press for 24 houn.
22. Apply a 3 m. wide strip of paste between the first
end section and the first book section, and the last book
section and final end section.
23. Finishing. The book may be finished as you desire;
one suggestion is to make lettering pieces to match the
leather endband. The leather shoulci be finely pxed, lined
u,ith fine papet; lhe title/author blocked or lettered, and
the piece attached to the spine. Gold or blind lines may
be added to the spine.

I atlended a workshop by Bettine Gresford,
subsequent to that of May 198L, and also those for
whicli Tom MacDonald prepared these notes: I
acknowledge my indebtedness to them O1l.k. 

ao"O.r,
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Rod or cord

$- Pressing
Boards

WORK TN PROGRESS NO.
Recently I gave a workshop entitled 'Sunk cord sewing
and lacing on boards'. I have been asked to describe this
process so here is what I did.

First of all I decided to use archive text laid paper
120 gsm. and to make the format six sections of 16
pages 16 cms by 12 cms.

ln preparation for the demonstration I cut, folded
and pressed the sections, made the endpapers and was
then ready to begin marking up and sewing in the five
cords. Sunk cord sewing is quick and neat and was used
extensively until recently when conservation guidelines
indicated that to saw into the back of a section is
unnecessarily damaging and should be avoided. So I
demonstrated this style of sewing a-s a learning process;
I think it is important to be able to use this type of
sewing when it is appropriate. The sewing lrame was
prepared with five lengths of cord and these weie
attached. Several people tried to attach the cords to the
keys on the sewing frame, and once I had begun the
sewing, some tried that too. 11 does not lake long to
sew six sections so once that and the rounding and
backing were done, I moved on to lacing on the boards.
I regret that this strong method of attaching the book
block to the boards andbinding is not used more often.
Its strength and flexibility are far superior to the case
binding.

Boards are cut to size at the head and tail, the fore-
edge can be left large and cut later. The boards and the
size of the shoulder of the book block must be identical.
The board is placed up to the shoulder, checking that the

7 _ LACED-ON BOARDS
head and tail sqwres arccnnecl and equal, ands then a 2
cms line is drawn in pencil from the board edge exactly_
under the cord and ttiis is done 10 mark the position of
all five cords. About L cm. in from the edge a cross
pencil line is made on each and this marks where the
iord will be laced through to the underside of the board.
The same is done on the second board. These boards are
put aside now and the sewn book block is taken and

ilaced on a pressing board spine toward you. The cords
'are 

carefully frayed out by unwinding the cord and then
frayed out ivittr h neeOte. 

'This takes fatience. However,
if the cords are trimmed to not more than 4 cms it helps
a sreat deal. I do not like to thin the cords at all since it
wEakens the whole structure, but some binden do not
like to see evidence of the cords after covering and in
that case they must be thinned after fraying out.

Once the cords are frayed out I take the boards to a

very solid melal surface, i.e. the lip_of my cast-iron
guiilotine, and using an awl and a flat piece of lead

lroceed (placing thelead underneath the board) to pierce
holes in the board as marked. I use the backing hammer
to drive the awl through the board. This can be done
quite gently and the lead undemeath stops the awl from
jettin-g beirt or otherwise damaged. A second iine of
[oles Is made from the inside outwards approximately 1

cm. away from the fint, thus the cords can literally. be

laced thiough these holes and the boards are attached
securelv to t-he book via the sewn-on cords. The boards
are tak6n to the book block. The cords which have been

frayed out are now wetted with paste and wiil form iong
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ED ITOR IAL

We11, aL long 1ast, here is our first experimental rnationalt
Newsletter with 1ocal ner,is inserE. We hope that Lhis will be
of greater service to our members with i-ts increased content of
interesting arLicles. 0f course, it does not mean that the NS1,/

Guild does all the work, in fact they are expectlng contributions
fron us and LiA to lighten their burden. So please, in order to
make this experiment a success, in 1990, contribute an article or
so through our Editor. Even a handy hint, query or comment ivould
be welcome.

PROGRAI'II'1E FOR THE NE]iT THREE MONTHS

March 27

April 1B

Bouh these
Ha11, Kanga

May 16

meetings will
roo Poi-nE at

be held at St
7,30 p.m.

Paul Power demonstrating leather dyeing andrpainLingr with leaEher dyes.

A.G.M and demonstration of different methods of
sewing by June McNfcol. This is relevant Lo Class
128 in Ehe R.N.A. Show.

Mary's Anglican Church

Visit to the Conservation Unit of the State Library
sLarting at 7.00 p.m. The Conservation Unit is on
the lower 1eve1, through the doors marked tStaff
only' . GranL Co111ns will give us a conducted tour
and hopef u11y r'ri11 show us some of his technj-ques.
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610-Jun-rg9o.
I ltlordf est t was the idea of Carol Barney , a 1oca1 r+riter who

wanted Lo raise t,he cultural quality of the Australia Day celebr-
ations and involved a large number of groups who were associated
wiLh words in any f orrn. These i-ncluded the Children t s Book Coudcil ,

displays of Esperanto and Braille writing, poeLry and prose readings,
t.heatre-sporLs, Kids I poetry competition and many others. we were
combined with John Knight and Ross C1ark, poets, and some ca11ig-
raphers to form a Haiku School (a haiku is a three line Japanese
style poem composed to fairly st,rict rules and taught widely
in schools). We provided 1itt1e booklets with marbled paper covers;
the calligraphers wrote the authorts name on them and John and
Ross helped budding poets to create. their poems which they wroLe
in their bookleLs. An interesting and novel activity.

several members had made a large number of booklets from
marbled paper kindly supplied by John Campbell and Chris Strakosch
from their workshops with Marie-Ange Doizy.

A11 these activities were held around the Art Ga1lery,
Museum and State Library in very pleasant surroundings. After
initial problems with breaching the security system to get j-nt,o

the sit,e r we established ourselves next, to the Calligraphers in
the rTunnel', whilst John and Ross instrucLed poets young and o1d
in the Japanese garden. we didnrt se11 our booklets, but spent
a pleasant day and talked abouL bookbinding to a lot of surpri-sed
people who were visiting the Art Gallery or Museum and found a

festival in progress.

Pat Laing demonstrated paper making to large groups as she
had a very good posiLion, and her infectious enthusiasm kept them
all int,erested.

The whole festival is an excellent idea, and if it is repeated,
f am sure we would all enjoy participating again.

The Committee would like to thank all rvho made up quatities
of the 11tt1e booklets which rea11y are most attractive.

June McNicol 03



NATIONAL TRUST FAIR DECEMBER 1989

f,a-st:[ears]s_national Trust Fair held int Old Government
House and grounds was a very pleasant experience for all involved
I.Ie sold a lot of books and bookmarks and made $430.00. We are
becoming well known as many people made Eheir annual purchase of
notebooks for presents r Etrd most of our helpers bought their own

Christmas gifLs from other sta11s. I{ith Lhe proceeds we have
decided to buy a new set of handle letters in Roman Type - more
news of these when they arrive.

LOCAL BOOKBINDING SUPPLIERS

LIe are hoping to make a lisL of bookbinding suppliers in
Queensland. If you know of any supplier in your area who provide

paper, boards, leather, thread or any other bookbinding necessity
please let the Hon. Sec. know so we can inform other members.
Places like art, shops oft.en have unexpected supplies and it would
be very useful for us(and them) to know who sells what,.

THE ART OF THE BOOK

Country members have someEhing to look forward to as the Q1d.
State Li-brary Exhibition 'The Art of the Book'- a selection from
the James Hardie Collection will be conti-nuJ-ng its regional tour
in 1990. The exhibiUion will extend until the 20th Feb. in
Gladstone then go on to the following venues:

Rockhampton 11th March lst April
Ipswich 5Lh April - 3rd May

Stanthorpe Bth May 10th June

Some of the categories included are IlluminaLion, Japanese
Colour Prints from the collection of P. Nevi11 BarnetL, Australian
Bookplates, LIood and Lino Cuts from the Lwenties and thirties,
Australian Private Presses, hopefully an opport.unity Eo see
some examples of the strong vision of Margaret Lock, now living
and working with husband Fred in Canada. Fine Binding is another
area explored in this survey of the tArt of the Bookt. A recent
addition to the catalogue of Lhe Hardie collecti-on is the
commissi-oned binding of the rAncient Marinerr by former guild
member, Ji11 Gurney. This, f have sti11 to see.
More about it in another news item.

OZ



RNA 1990

Entries for this years R.N.A show must be in by 30th May 1990,
but the books do not have Eo be delivered until 5th Ju1y. This
year you dontt even have to bind a book, but can show off your
best sewing in class L28. A 1ot of people first find out about
bookbinding by seeing our entries, so please consider making a
contribution. Further details and entry forms from the Hon. Sec.

Class 128 Hand sewn account book or letEerpress book (noE Uo*l
with endpapers sewn on or attached. The j udge will-e looktiflf or
neatness and precision in sewing and even t,ension. The account
book should be sewn on webbing of tape ( see the Hon. Sec. if you
want some webbing) with cross stitches across the tapes. The
endpapers can be as distj-nctive as you 1ike, but should be
appropriate for the book.

BOOK BINDING

Enry: 1l

One entry p€r pcrson per cless. AII
dzcs wilt be srictly edhered to.

A11 prize monies have
been contributed by Art

Essenrials & The Qld
Bookbinders Gui-ld.

OPEN

CLASS 127 - An.v .Hcnd Bound
Book - not exceeding 30 cm x
2l cm. First prize. S20: second.
Sl0; third. 57.

CLASS l2t - Hend Sewn Account
Book or Lctter Prcss B€)with
cnd prpcr sawn on or rttrchcd.
PROCESSED TO HAND
SEWN STAGE ONLY. Finr
pnze, S20; sccond, gl0; third.
$7.

RESTRICTED

Restricted to exhibitors who have
never won a FIRST PRZE in a Book
Binding Class at a previous Royal
National Show.

CLASS 129 - Any Hrnd Bound
Book - not excceding 30 cm x
2l cm - bound in clorh or
paper wirh a simple decoration.
Fint prize. $201 second. Sl0:
third. $7.

HEATHER McPHERSONS I^/ORKSHOPS

There are sti11 a feru vacancies for the workshops on Saturday
24th and Sunday 25th March.

Saturday
Sunda y

Limp Ve11um Binding
0nlays and inlays i-n leather and
cloth as well as advice on conservation
of tight back bindings.

594 255
Mo un tain

4s1, 840
571 774

For information, conLact the Hon. Secretary

NEW MEMBERS

Mrs Dawn BATES M.S 108, Bundaberg, 4670 (O7L
Mrs Dolour FERGUSON 26 Sierra Drive, N. Tamborine

(07s
Mr John SETEK 7 ldills CourL, Paradise Point (075

REJO I N ED

Mr & Mrs Jim Leinster L2 Mirabrooke Rd. Ashgrove 4060
366 301 1

The Queensland Bookbinders' Guild fnc. receives financial
assistance from the Queensland Government through the Mi-nister
for Arts.
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Cut a
above and

piece of manilla rvith width as measured
length approx. 40 mm. longer rhan the

MOROCCO BOUND

length of the spine (overlap of 20 mm. at head and tail).
Cut the board with the grain running head 1o tail. fold
up along the 30 mm. lines, turn over, and fold up on
the shoulder lines

Cut a piece of manilla of width just short of the
width of the spine and paste in the centre of the bonnet.
Cut this piece with the grain running acrass the spine.

9. Round the spine portion of the bonnet over a

broom handle and place the bonnet in position around
the spine of the book. Mark the position of the edges of
the bonnet on the protection papers.

10. Apply adhesive to the protection paper between the
should-ei dnd the marked lirte. Keep glue away from the
slroulders to allow tlrc book to open better. Allach lhe
bonnet to the protection papen, covering the tapes.
Tirrn the book over and finish the other side. Rub down
with folder and briefly press between boards with the
spine exposed (see illustration above). A'clean' press is
obtained if thin metal plates or manila covered with
waxed paper is inserted just up to the shoulder whenever
the book is pressed.
11. Cut the cover boards allowing squares of approx.
3 mm. at head and tail and a hairs-width more at the
fore-edge. Allow for a gap at the shoulder the thickness
of the board.
12. Apply adhesive to the edge of the bonnet. Do not
glue hinge. Position the cover boards with the correct
Iqrare. P"lace the book bnefly in the press to set the

u
3 ,nm.

End sheets h+
Other sections

2. Collate the end and book sections. Sew the book
on three linen tapes.
3. Paste down the ends of the tapes on to the
protection papers.
4. Tiim edges of textblock.
5. Round and back in the normal manner.
6. Finish the spine by pasting a strip of best quality
muslin on the spine just wide enough to cover lhe
splne.
7, Make up simple endbands of leather or fine book
cloth. To make leather endbands, take a batonnet (fine
rolled paper on bias) cello string or similar, and cut
exactly to the width of the spine. Finely pare a piece of
leather, apply adhesive and place around the batonnet
and mould it around with the point of a folder.

(i) Pareedges Z

\|- $)M__ _

8. Make a bonnet
from manilla to fit
around the spine.
With a piece of
scrap paper, meas-
ure lhe shoulder to
shoulder dimension,
over the endband
leather, at head and
tail. Measure the
shoulder height
with dividers and
mark on the meas-
uring paper To each
side of the shoulder
marks, add approx.
30 mm. and mark.

(in)

Apply adhesive to the spine and position endbands
at head and tail. Hold with a piece of masking tape until
set. boards.

lrr,,-.1-t- - -+

13. Cut off the bonnet overlap at the head and tail with
scissors. Mark the cutting iine by holding a piece of
manila around the spine level with the edge of the cover
boards.
14. Tear off the unattached protection paper and cu1

down the edge of the glued protection paper approx. 20
mm. to allow for the covering material to be turned in

Grain across spine

/ \_
,L
LGrui, along spine

Protection paperCotton batiste

French groove

6
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1832 onwards for one or other of the reasons discussed
above.

An Unsolved Puzzle
The last of the bindings that worried Mille r was that on
acopyof Ackermann's Forget Me Not for 1830. In the
volume for the following year, it was announced thal il
was 'the intention of the Publisher ... lo make, next
year, an alteration in its external appearance by
...exchanging the certainly delicate but somewhat too
frail cover ...[printed paper] ... for a more durable
binding in silk.' In the volume for 1832, attention was
drawn to the fact that this had been done but the
Annual's first silk cover was nothing like the glorious
example shown by Mclran which, in the intricacy of
its closely-packed design, is years ahead of any gold
blocking of the early 1830s that I have seen. Since
Ackermann was contemplating a change, this may have
been a trial binding. These were submitted by binders
for approval and, if it was one, it was almost certainly
rejected on grounds of cost. ln Forget Me Not for
1831, Ackermann described his proposed provision of
the plain silk as a sacrifice.

Apart from the nature of the design and the facl
that, in 1830, the arming press had yet to be modified,
the cost of preparing an engraved block for such an
elaborate binding would have been prohibitive unless its
use for a great many books was guaranteed. I suspect,
therefore, that the cover was printed from a wooden
block, or possibly, by lithography which Ackermann
had done so much to popularise in Britain. The cost of
either would have been only a fraction of that of a metal
block. Unfortunately, Ruari Mclean no longer has the
book so cannot check the accuracy of his description ard
I have failed to obtain an opinion from its present
ctstodian.

Summary
1. The belief that publisher's bindings were being
blocked in goldbefore 1832 is erroneous.

2. In whatever material books were bound, it was
economically impossible to gild them in large numbers
in the blocking ('arming') press until it was modified in
that year.

3. Books put into publisher's bindings before 1832
must therefore ofnecessity have been gilded by hand.
4 Books dated 1831 or earlier 1n gold-blocked
publishen' bindings must have waited unlil 1832 or
later before being bound.

I wish to thank Bemard Middleton for drawing my
attention to some of lhe passages I have quoted, Robin
de Beaumont for confirming that the iover of his
Golden lyre illustrated by Mclean was printed, not
blocked, and June McNicol of the Queensland
Bookbinden' Guild for demonstrating that gold leaf
could indeed be satisfactorily applied to undressed silk
and early kighton's cloth.

Arthur Chick

BRADEL
These notes were compiled by Tom MacDonald during a

Workshop Weekend at the home of Bettine Gresford,
Canbena, during a visit of the Guild in May, 1981.
They were further used and demonstrated at Guild
Workshops, Glebe, by Tom MacDonald (twice) and
Rowley Corbett.

The Bradel Binding method was invented by Bradel
c. 1775 in France as a provisional binding in cloth or
paper. Today it is used as a permanent binding having
much greater strength and longer life than an ordinary
case.

+r'
Approx. 2.s mm. -+ T

1 B.e. Miaat.ron, A History of English Craft Bookbinding
Tbchnique. 1978.
2 Anoo. Quoted 3.
3 L.S. Darley, Bookbinding Then and No*; 1959.
4 H.G. Bohn, Letter to The Arr Journal quored 5.
5'Aoon.. Tlrc Bookbinder. Vol. I, 1888.
6 J Crrt.r, Publishers'Cloth, 1935.
7 J.A. A-.n, Bibliopegia, 7E35
8 R. M"L.ro, Victorian Publishers' Book-Bindings in Cbrt aad
Leather.
9 J. Port.r, quored B.
10 E. Quryl", The Collector's Book of Books, lg1l
11 

R. M"L""n, l'ictorian Book Design and Colour Printing,
1972.
12 D. B"ll, l'iclorian Publishers' Bitrdings, 7985.
13 P.H. Muir, l'ictorian Illustrated Books, lg7l.
14 f'.W. Faxot, Literory ,4nnuals and Gift Bool<s, 1912, Yl,A
reprint 1973.

BTNDTNG

Normal bookbinding equipment can be used in its
construction but the pressing of the groove which is
constructed at the shoulder can be simplified if two
brass edged pressing boards are constructed as shown at
bottom teft; two knitting needles may be subslituted to
make the French Groove.

The steps in the Bradel method are:

l. Make rlp two end sections comprising end papers
reinforced with a strip of fine batiste (or sized calico)
altached lo approx. l-*mm. of the inside edge of lhe ot
lhe section. Piace this within a folded protection paper

UtVUnfzuE, The Book: The Story of Printing and

io 6 p.m. Tues lo Sun. (inclusive).

Boohnaking
We have a timited stock of hard cover copies' This
classic is normally S140; our special price $50 nett'
Poslaee is 55 exira, or pick up your copy from the

Frcr'frrcr BooKSHoB 283 Liieipool St' Darlinghurst
(between Crown and Palmer. Sts).. Ph 331 5341' 11 a'm'

e.g, butchers' paper 
- to be removed laler
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press had only two oplions: to letter his books by hand
and be severely undercut by those who had them or use
paper labels and b e outclassed stylewise.

If we accept, as I think we must, lhat no sane
binder would have attempted to use the old style of
blocking press for the large numbers of volumes in
which the Annuals were published - usually several
thousand - then copies bound before 1832 musl have
been gilded by hand; and, as a corollary to this, books
dated 1831 or earlier lhal wae blocked in gold must
have waited until 1832 or later before being bound.

A Myth
The old story lhat gold-blocking of cloth called for a
special dresing based on or identical with one used for
gilding silk is apocryphal. It was repeated by Freshwater
in his letter and, upon it, he based the conclusion that:
'Before 1832, therefore, blocking had been done on
silk...'He got the tale from Cartef but failed to note
that Carter would not have agreed with him; not, at any
rate, in the case of the early annuals. In the paragraph
preceding that quoted by Freshwater, he said: "The silk-
bound annuals of 1828 and subsequent years were,
indeed, lettered in gilt, but this was done by hand, in the
tradition of leather, and was only possible fot. de luxe
volumes retailing at fancy prices.' The cheaper
altemative of the paper label would have continued to be
used on less expensive books if the arming press had
not been modified.

Darley attempted to scotch the dressing story in
1959. He said that when gold-blocking was introduced,
nobody bothered to record how it was done and it was
therefore 'left to Mr H.G. Bohn, the publisher, to write
a letter to the Art Joumal many years later, and start a
myth aboul getting cloth made with the peculiar
dressing used for gilding silk, etc. whereas all that hd
happened was that a Blocking Press had been invented
and binden had discovered how to use it' .r

Bohn's statementes was even less correct than this
seems to imply because a special dressing was not used
for gilding silk. In 1835, three years after the new type
of press was introduced, Arnett/ described the
application of gold leaf to silk by means of hand tools.
This was exactly the same as the method for gilding
Ieatherexceptthat,if glaire was used, it was applied as
a powder. In its liquid state it was likely to mark the
silk whereas surplus powder could be brushed off. By
then, however, powdered gum sandarac was more
commonly employed.

If undressed silk could be giided by hand, it could
have been gilded in a press. But although tightly woven
silk presents a surface that is sufficiently smooth and
dense for the application of gold leaf, a solid effect is
not easily obtained on the coarser surface of undressed
cloth. ln 1825, Leighton developed the dressing that
made cloth suitable for the covering of books; ar t/re
same time, unintentionally and unknou,ingly, he gave it
a surface tlrut could be satisfactorily gilded

Causes of Error
The books that puzzled Miller, with references to the
sources of the statements he menlioned, were: (\)The
Golden Lyre, 1830;8(2) Tlrc Bijou, 1828,'29 and '30 in
quafler leather;e and in silk;10 (3) The Carcanet,
i830;tt'tz g) The Amulet, 1828;s.to.tr (5) The
Rainbow,'c. 1830';8 and (6) Forget Me Not, 1830.8
(1), (5) and (6) were not named but were referred to as
illustrated on the same page as Tlrc Anrulet.8 Those who
believed that the books were blocked prior to 1832

oossiblv did so because they:' 
-incorrectly 

identiiieo the method used, or

-wrongly 
accepted publication dates as those of

binding, or

-misjudged 
the date of an undated book.

Inconect ldentification of Methd
It is easv to disbose of (l) The Goden Lyre the cover of
which was nof blocked but was printed in gold ink'
This was unusual and by far the most common method
of gilding was to apply gold. lgqf^^Uy mea.ns of hand-
toois. BeEause the oirly 

-esiential 
difference between this

and blocking in a press is the means by- which-pressure
is aoolied. ii-mav be impossible to decide which method
was empliryed if tne usd of a pallet, or of type in a type-
holder, has eliminated th-e irregularities normally
associated with the application of separate letters by
hand. Since experts suth as Bernard Middleton admit
that they cannbt always tell, we may wonder what
caused Milter's authors to dismiss the possible use of
these lettering aids.

The preience of circles surrounding the titles of
books suih as (2) The Biiou and (3) The Carcanet may
have led to the supposition lhat blocks were used,

instead of individuai'lettering tools, and that the the
work was therefore done in a press' But these could
easily have been incorporated i-n pallets or, if type in
typelholden was used, impressed with separate tools.
Differences in the relation between title and surround on
different copies would obviously indicate the latter.

Acceptance of Dates of Publication as Those of Binding
G) fhe Carcirut has been illustrated twice as evidence
of pre-f832 gold-blocking but, whatever method was

useit, there cail be no doub'[ that the copies shown were
not gilded in 1830 when the looE yT published. one
is in"moir6 cloth and the other in ribbed cloth neither of
which is known to have been available at that time.
The accepted date of introduction of moir6 cloth is 1831

. and if the book could have waited until then to be
bound, it could have waited until 1832 of later. The
type of ribbed cloth on the other copy was not
iirtroduced until the 1840s.

It is never safe to accePt the publication date of o-

book from this period as ihat in- which it was bound
unlesi tlrcrc is'supporting evidence such as a dated
inscription. Not only were books bound in batches as

requireO to keep ahead of sales which could extend over
manv vears but, as mentioned in my previous article,
the iu6tisners of (4) The Amulet attempted to dispose
of uhsold earlier eaitier volumes by offering them bound

to match those of the current year. This wils common
practice. In 1829, copies of 

-Friendship's 
Ofering 'from

its commencemeni in t824' were advertised as

'uniformly done up in the improved [embossed.lgllhei)
binding' that first 

-appeared 
oh the volume for 1828. In

1840, 
..and 

possibly-1-ater, Ackermanl-& Q. were still
offering c6mpletti runs of Forget Me Not from its
incepti5n in iSZ: and describing them as 'bound'; not
'in bbards' which is what the early volumes were.

Misjudgentent of Date
(5) Thi Rainbow was attributed to 'c. 1830' because its
auttror stated that he was writing part of it on 14th
Auqust of that Year. But not many books get
finilhed,printed anri published in four and a half months
and Faxon's date oF'c. 1840'14 could be as near the
mark. If blocked, as it certainly appears to be from the
illustration, this could have bedn done at any time from

4
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THE FIRST GOLD BLOCKING OF PUBLISHERS' BINDTNGS
Reprinted from Antiquarian Book Monthlt, Rer.iew.and revised by rhe Author

In 'A Closer Look ar William pickering.s Binding
Innovations' (ABMR, May 19g5), I sai"O tirar ttr6
second-volume a! Byron's Liie and Works published by
John Munay in February 1832 was the f,rni Uook to U'r:
bloclced in gold. The- reference was to books in
publishers' bindings; individual books were being

{ sgt of Byron from the library of Mr Tony Barnao - Note that
Vol. I is unblocked but traces of the pasted paper label remain.

blocked in gold centuries before this. The article worried
p.C. \tlltgr who quored various wrirers as saying that
lhe publishers' bihOings of certain Annuals anO' Cifr
Books or earlier dates Ihan 1832 had been blocked. He
asked: 'so what is the position? How can the 1g32
Byron have been the first book blocked in gold?

The circumstances surrounding the introduction of
the new type of press were described in Tlrc
Bukbinders'Trade Circular of March 1855:2

The ornamenting of cloth covers with gold is due
to Mr John Young, finisher, who worked at that
time for Mr Arch. lrighton. The experiments were
made with an old arming press purchased
secondhand at a sale and from these experiments
resulted, after improvements form\ time to time,
the present system of 'blocking'... The first gold
blocking upon cloth covers was the lettering on
the backs of an edition of Moore's Life of Byron.
A label printed in gold was prepared for the work
and the first 5000 of the first volume had bcen
issued with this label, before the block and all
requisite to it proper working was ready. The
whole of the subsequent volumes of this work
were issued with the lettering in gold upon the
cloth of the book.

Now, for the first time - whether books were bound in
lealher, cloth or silk - it was cheaper to title and
decorate them by blocking than by hand. Bohn said thal
as soon as Leighton announced lhat he was able to
undertake the blocking of books, he offered 'to bind in
gilt clolh several thousand volumes at half the price I
had previously had to pay.,4 We shall see that llotrn's
memory was not always reliable but there is no doubt
that the reduction in cost was great. The blocks were
expensive but one pull of the press could apply all the
gold to the cover of a book in the time it took to
impress a single letter by hand; and the finisher was the
most highly paid member of the binding team.

Lrighton did not believe in restricting the use of
inventions. The new form of press was not patented
and, before the year was out, at least two lever-operated
printing presses - the Imperial and the Albion - had
been modified and were being sold as blocking presses
although they were still called arming presses 'by a
baclsvard looking lrade'.3The lrade was not backward in
adopting blocking however. a binder without a blocking

I was unable to reply at the time and peter
Freshwater gave what I betieve to be an incorrect
answer. In this tardy attempt to provide the ri.qht one, it
wlll be necessary to dip inro rhe history of binding.

The Cost Barrier
What Miller's authors seem lo have overlooked is that,
before 1832, it was economically impossible to gild
large numbers o_f books in the oirly rype of block-ing
press.available. Discussing tOtn ceritury gold btocking]
Middlelonl says thar neaily all of it iva"s very Oeepiy
impressed andthat a .contri-butory cause, proba'bty, wa"s
that blocking pressure was difficrilt to caliulate b6cause
the work had to be done on a screw-down press, and if
under these awkward circumstances the bloak began to
get cool, hard pressure would have been importani'
^ -In spite of it disadvantages, the pra:ss remained
fundamentally unchanged over lhe centuiies. It was one
thing to use it, with no great need for speed, to block
owne6' arms on the sides of their newlir-bound books
or even on every book in their libraries; it would have
been. an entirely different matter to employ it for
lettering eilire editions at a time when ipe'eO was
important. A-nd speed was particularly imporiant to the
publishers of the Annuals as they sirove ro gel their
books into^ the shops ahead of tfie rapidly inireasing
number of rival publications. In 1829, 25 different
Annuals were published. There were 43 in 1830 and 62
in 1831.

It was not until 1832 that the old type of press was
modifiedbyreplacingits screw wirh a-li:ver. ihis gave
greater control of pressure and it was faster and-less
arduous to operate. But the great breakthrough was the
provision of an iron box to which the block was
attached and inlo which went relays of red-hot iron
9_qp, o, later, a gas ring to maintaiir the temperature.
Without this, the block would have hail to be
continually removed for reheating.
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MOROCCO BOUND

must wait a while.

April20th
Dad is not very hopeful about my bookbinding. His
ambition for me has no doubt received a check. he feels
the necessity of my doing something which shall make
me independent of Annie. And what else is there that I
can do?

A commissionenhip is now out of the question. I
could not even accept one if it were offered to me.
Whereas, on the side of bookbinding there are two
considerations, besides the practical one of
independence-making, that it is a delightfitl occupation,
and that it is a lead in the direction of social re-
organisation, Dear Dad, lo help me in the presenl, said
he-would place f100 to my accbunt, at Brooke's.8

May 6th
I am alone, holding a Thuchnitz Rossetti, which I am
binding for Mrs Morris. I was up at 6.30 a.m. and
began at once lo finish without dressing myself. I
worked till 8.30. Then I did, amongst other things, an
inside to Scott's Poems, which I have bound in blue,
straight-grained morocco and am going to line with
silk. I continued finishing until 3.30. Annie went to
Poplar at 10 but came back for a cup of tea with me at
3.30. Morris dines with us tonight. I shall be able to
pay Dad back his 1100.

June 13th
All this week I have been engaged at de Coverley's on
Michel.; Annie's present to me about Rimini; the
album of Reliure and a French book on Grolier. The
latter I covered today. I had much difficulty in getting
the leather to stick on the back. It was very hard and
inflexible.e

June 26th
At Epsom I called with the Robinsons on Ellis, the
publisher and bookseller. He turned to me and said,
'Well, I hear you have taken to a handicraft', and then
went on to say ... that he thought that all that could be
done (in bookbinding) had been done. That at best we
could go on doing, at our best, the same... it was very
difficult ... materials were no longer at hand ... neither
paper nor leather nor dyes.

On Saturday last I became the proprietor of a
workshop! I signed an agreement by virtue of which I
became on TUesday last the tenant, under Mr Williams
of Williams and Norgate, the foreign-booksellers. I have
three rooms of their second floor ol 30 Maiden Lane,
being part of the back of the shop premises in Henrietta
Sttu at .€50 per annum. My father fist saw lhe rooms
and called my attention lo them. I went to see them and
liked them. But I shrank from the notion of being there
quite alone! And now the rooms are mine, delightfully
clean, bright and quiet. Roger de Coverley is to come
and see me on Saturday when we shall settle what I am
to pay him. They have been very kind; every one in the
shop. But I am glad to be free again. The latter half of
my apprenticeship will be passed in my own shop, and
perhaps in Paris. I have yet to learn to 'finish'. I bound
53 books at de Coverley's [a period of 8 months - Ed.]

July Stlr
Yeiterday I took possession of ryy llop in Maiden
Lane. I have yet to get it whilewashed but this will be

done in a day or twb. Then this little holiday will be

brousht to a conclusion.
i have, in the last few days, taken to practise

'finishing' again. After one comple-te failure I-found out
the caus;oflt and the condition of success. I had been
told that each stage must be dry before the. next is
proceeded with I a most equivocal and misleading
itatement!!It were of little use to moisten leather if it
is to be allowed to dry out again! Rather, it should nar
dry except upon the niere surface, whic! also should be
fnie onlv of surface wet. The formula then should be
'dry, bui not too dry', and of tools, 'hol, but not too
hot'.

Mv second attemDt was a brilliant success
comoaied with the firSt failure. The gold stuck
everiwhere, more or less completely' As it should. The
voluhes lhat I operated upon were the three volume set

of Capponi's Stitria delti Repubblica di Firenze. I did
the sei6nd volume fint anO flited' I succeeded with the

others as described, then I did the second over again.
After the Srona I did ZOsservatore, a volume that I had
attempted some months ago and had put -aside, a

compl-ete failure. However, the back retained the traces
of thi tool marks, and confined me to a second attemPt
in the same style. This I attempted, and to m_y great
joy, having kept ttre letters moist, the -gold stuck when
i i*ept th;gold rag over it! The problem of the future
appelred i6 Ue sotved. Bu1 this gas is an odiots
companion. It makes me feel ill.

July 23rd
We teft London yesterday and arrived at Cadboro House
which is on a hili between Rve and Winchelsea.

On Friday, Saturday and Sunday last before leaving
home, I did the tootni on Scott's Poe1t9, the design
and conception being -att my own. On Fnday I did the
back; on S'aturday the back-side, and on Sunday I did the
front-side. The back-side I did in two instalments,
slairins first the upper part and tooling it; then the

io*er. ilut on Sund'ay I grew bolder, and did the whole
front-side at one go. Th'e last took me, including the
blind tooling, fou-r and a half houn at a stretch, viz.
from 8.15 a.-m. until 12.45 p.m. It came out just as it
is now, without a flaw. I have finished it as a wedding
(anniversary) present for Annie' This year I 

-have 
both

iorwarded and-finished the volume. Last year I was only
abie to do forwarding. I am much encouraged. Annie,
bless her, is delighted. fTo be contiruted)

lWife of Lord John Russetl, Liberal Prime Minister and Bertram

Russell's grandmother. His parenls died when he was an infanll

the philosopher was raised by this kindly dragon - Ed'
2A Chrrity Organisation Society meeting - Ed.

h{alcolm's father, a well-known, agnostic Socialist M'P. and

later Mayor of Lewisham -Ed.4A tb.* of coarse grained porridge - Ed.
5Hi, p...nr', home - Ed.
6lhe famous and very wealthy Painter - Ed.
TAmerican born arlisl and book illustrator- Ed.
EA privare bank - Ed.

hf. u..a morocco exclusively - Ed. lostill standing - Ed'
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THE COBDEN SANDERSON JOURNALS
Jan.7th, 1884
The clock is striking 8. I am reading Cundall's Art of
Bookbinding. I took out this Journal to record that facl.
How I love still things. I love my room, ils quiet
chain, quiet table and books.I love the light gleaming
under the door on the varnished floor from the other side

- the East - where the light is grealest. I love to
steep the world in the stillness of all time and space. I
love to feel the stillness at my own hearl's core
Jan. 16th
I am (still) reading Cundall. Annie is writing letlers. As
I sit and read, visions of other things flit across my
mind - beautiful books and beautiful bindings, all
produced in our own pure, still workshop: the workshop
that is to be, as far as the environing world will let it,
and I can make it, a type of the workman's and the
scholar's life.

In the afternoon Molns came to see me at de
Coverley's. We and Annie had a long discussion on the
prospecls of the Democratic Federation and their
Conference at Anderton's Hotel, the other night. He said
that if he were to pay his workmen higher, they would
ail instantly become capitalists.

I wroie to Lady hussell.l I lold her of my
bookbinding. She replied:

I heard of your bookbinding but, I own, with regret.
Wilh an education such as yours I should like belter
to hear that you were employing your mind on
something which others of less cultivated intellecls
could not do. I can, however. well understand the
interest of being brought into contact with a class

of human beings of whom we know little except by
the articles thev oroduce..

Except, indeed, by ihi: articles they produce. Alas, Lady
Russdll, and alas, all of us, that we should know so

little otherwis€!

Februan, 19th
We arriied late;2 the business of council having been
speedily disposed of. Muggeridge3was speaking to keep
the medtinc toeether. He sat down in a moment or two.
Then I rosiand-'spoke without reference to my notes for
35 minutes. My- own darling said it was 'beautifully
done'. She tras just come intd the room and kissed me
and said again, ilt was beautiful'. She was proud of me!

Yesteiday I ordered a finisher's stove. Today gas-

piping will b6 put up in the liltle dining-room. I can do
to'nwa-rding pretty w-ett now. But I am quite unable 1o

'finish'. I must practise a little erery day.
I still rise dunctuallv at 7. But'l cannot get dressed

in under an hour. That bhngs us lo 8 o'clock when ( or
iheriabouts) we breakfasi' 'Fooo of health',4 milk,
coffee, and milk, bread and butler. Then I give Annie a

lesson in Italian till about 9.30 when my day's binding
besins. I stav at de Coverley's till -5, 6 or'l . We always

din"e at home, save when we go to Hampstead,: the

Morris's or the Burne-Jones"6 In the eveninS, at
present, we arc readrng aloud George's Social Problents'

March 14th
Yeslerdav Walter CraneT looked in at the shop to see

rn.. g" ianted me to bind a book of his' I told him he


